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BLUE SHIT earns her 50-Run shirt—well done!!

Today lead hare Murkury earned his 150th hare shirt, bright and
yellow so he can be seen at night shuffling home after dark.
Earning this is no small feat.  Just think of the 750 (150 x 5)
hare beers this equates to.  Add to this the 600 bottles worth of
down-down beers for that haring and you start to see some of
the hidden suffering hares go through.  Even more suffering
credit needs assigning to Murkury's co-hare JC who's weighs in
at 170 hares.  At least now you get the idea where some of your
registration fees go—on the ground & down the toilet!

AND WE NEED A SCRIBE AND WE NEED A HASH FLASH!!
Volunteer, give it a try, see the GM.

As to the run it was a spectacular layout these 2 most senior hares gave us.  Taking into 
consideration the jungle is bone-dry and the daily temps are above normal these senile 
goats laid, as described by many, a 45-minute nasty climb up and a 15-minute decent.  
Wow!  At least the laager was a thumbs-up for the view over Patong, or would have 
been if the sky wasn't thick with pollution haze from no rain and we could have seen it.

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Explaining PH3 activities are for the majority of the hash, not the minority, GM 
Invisible Man disappointingly announced the cancellation of the Outstation 2024 run  
Fewer than half of our normal Saturday attendees had signed up.  Hash Cash will begin 
returning deposits and we'll leave the details online for a few days for people checking, 
so if you're interested in seeing what we've turned down click here.  

We had a number of Visiting Hashers from 
Texas.  They seemed to be enjoying our hot, 
humid weather a lot compared to their open 
desert lands filled with rattlesnakes and 
Texans.  To help we made sure they got plenty
time cooling their Texas' butts on the ice.

Swollen Colon, our steward, opened by 
getting Na Hee Man off the ice then giving 
him a beer put him right back on—where he 
stayed and stayed.  SC threw some shiggy at 

the Australians and their sheep habits—some said he was speaking from personal 
experience, which could be true.  As always from SC we get a great spot, thanks.

Our Virgin visitors were properly welcomed with plenty of ice water on their backsides 
causing a few to body jerk sending beer down their noses.  Welcome to PH3!

Departers were sent off with GM feigning interest
in where they were headed and Returners were
welcomed back with that same feigned interest.
Repressed One kept chiding in “ask them what
they had for breakfast”.  Nice guy RO is—he
needs a good case of poison ivy!

Our circle was endlessly interrupted by one of our
newest hashers, Insolent Beluga, named just last
week.  He was more than 10 times on the ice for
talking, interrupting, causing noise, annoying
others, and more.  Having the silhouette of a
Beluga the ice did him well.  It came as no
surprise to anyone that with Good Run being
called for Murkury's 150th and the urge to give
someone Hash Shit a quickly growing chant of  Beluga—Beluga arose from the circle.  
Insolent Beluga—back on the ice and welcome to Hash Shit.  

ON ON, Fungus scribing (more pics)

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.862411179264128
https://phuketdir.com/outstation2024/

